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QUESTION 1

The two procedures available for debugging in the firewall kernel are i fw ctl zdebug ii fw ctl debug/kdebug Choose the
correct statement explaining the differences in the two 

A. (i) Is used for general debugging, has a small buffer and is a quick way to set kernel debug flags to get an output via
command line whereas 

(ii) is useful when there is a need for detailed debugging and requires additional steps to set the buffer and get an output
via command line 

B. (i) is used to debug the access control policy only, however 

(ii) can be used to debug a unified policy 

C. (i) is used to debug only issues related to dropping of traffic, however 

(ii) can be used for any firewall issue including NATing, clustering etc. 

D. (i) is used on a Security Gateway, whereas 

(ii) is used on a Security Management Server 

Correct Answer: A 

According to the study material, this should be A: 

The Zdebug has a 1 MB buffer, cleans the buffer, enable flags and collects debug messages from the kernel for you. 

According to C, it is used for drop traffic, this is completely false 

You can set modules on it as well, such as CCP, cluster, fw, drop etc. 

Debug requires more configuration to be effective, but gives you more opportunities to play with, therefore, A is the
correct answer. 

 

QUESTION 2

What does SIM handle? 

A. Accelerating packets 

B. FW kernel to SXL kernel hand off 

C. OPSEC connects to SecureXL 

D. Hardware communication to the accelerator 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3
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You are trying to establish a VPN tunnel between two Security Gateways but fail. What initial steps will you make to
troubleshoot the issue 

A. capture traffic on both tunnel members and collect debug of IKE and VPND daemon 

B. capture traffic on both tunnel members and collect kernel debug for fw module with vm, crypt, conn and drop flags,
then collect debug of IKE and VPND daemon 

C. collect debug of IKE and VPND daemon and collect kernel debug for fw module with vm, crypt, conn and drop flags 

D. capture traffic on both tunnel members and collect kernel debug for fw module with vm, crypt, conn and drop flags 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Which command do you need to execute to insert fw monitor after TCP streaming (out) in the outbound chain using
absolute position? Given the chain was 1ffffe0, choose the correct answer. 

A. fw monitor -po -0x1ffffe0 

B. fw monitor -p0 ox1ffffe0 

C. fw monitor -po 1ffffe0 

D. fw monitor -p0 -ox1ffffe0 

Correct Answer: A 

https://sc1.checkpoint.com/documents/R80.40/WebAdminGuides/EN/CP_R80.40_Perform
anceTuning_AdminGuide/Content/Topics-PTG/CLI/fw-monitor.htm 

 

QUESTION 5

Which daemon governs the Mobile Access VPN blade and works with VPND to create Mobile Access VPN
connections? It also handles interactions between HTTPS and the Multi-Portal Daemon. 

A. Connectra VPN Daemon - cvpnd 

B. Mobile Access Daemon - MAD 

C. mvpnd 

D. SSL VPN Daemon - sslvpnd 

Correct Answer: A 
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